Calcul symbolique, Abstract: A higher-order process calculus is a calculus for communicating systems which contains higher-order constructs like communication of terms. We analyse the notion of bisimulation in these calculi. We argue that both the standard de nition of bisimulation (i.e., the one for CCS and related calculi), as well as higher-order bisimulation AGR88, Bou89, Tho90] are in general unsatisfactory, because over-discriminating. We propose and study a new form of bisimulation for such calculi, called context bisimulation, which yields a more satisfactory discriminanting power. A drawback of context bisimulation is the heavy use of universal quanti cation in its de nition. A major goal of the paper is to nd characterisations which make bisimilarities easier to verify.
Bisimulation pour les calculs de processus d'ordre sup erieur
Introduction
Recently, various process calculi have been proposed which allow us to describe mobile systems, i.e. concurrent systems whose communication topology may change dynamically. We can categorise these calculi into rst-order calculi like -calculus MPW92] , in which only names (i.e., ports, or channels) can be communicated, and higher-order calculi like CHOCS Tho90], -calculus Bou89], Higher-Order -calculus San92], in which agents (i.e., terms of the language) can be communicated. Higher-order calculi are formally closer to the -calculus, whose basic computational step | -reduction | involves term instantiation. This paper reports our study of the notion of bisimulation in higher-order calculi.
Bisimulation was originally introduced by Milner and Park Mil80, Par81] for CCSlike languages, in which mobility is not explicitly present, and since then it has become a fundamental concept in the theory of concurrency. In mobility-free languages bisimulation is de ned on top of a labeled transition system, which describes the operational behaviour of processes, by imposing the following circular requirement: Two processes are bisimilar if any action by one of them can be matched by an equal action from the other in such a way that the resulting derivatives are again bisimilar. Note that two matching actions must be syntactically identical. This condition is generally too strong in calculi with mobility. For instance, in name-passing calculi it does not respect alpha-conversion on names MPW92]. But in higher-order calculi the damage goes well beyond alpha-conversion. We illustrate the kind of problems which arise using the simple process-passing calculus described by the following grammar (roughly, the language we shall use in the paper): P :: a: hP 1 iP 2 j a: (X) P j P 1 j P 2 j a P j X j ! P j 0
This calculus is similar to Thomsen's Plain CHOCS Tho93] , and is a second-order fragment of the Higher-Order -calculus San92]. Informally, process a: hP 1 iP 2 can perform an output action at a emitting P 1 and then continues as P 2 . Process a: (X) P can receive a process at a, say Q, and then continues as PfQ=Xg. Symbol X represents a process variable, j is parallel composition and 0 is inaction. A replication ! P stands, intuitively, for an in nite number of copies of P in parallel. Finally, a P is the restriction operator, which declares a as a new name, di erent from all other names. Restriction is a static binder, as the` ' of the -calculus. We shall abbreviate output and input pre xes as a:P and a:P, respectively, when the process received or emitted is not important.
In this calculus, the de nition of bisimulation used for CCS or -calculus breaks obvious algebraic laws, such as the commutativity of parallel composition. For instance, in general we would distinguish processes a: hP j Qi0 and a: hQ j Pi0, since the actions they perform may have syntactically di erent object parts, namely P j Q and Q j P.
The approach taken by Thomsen Tho90] , following earlier ideas by Astesiano and Boudol AGR88, Bou89] , is to require bisimilarity rather than identity of the processes emitted in a higher-order output action. This form of bisimulation, called higher-order bisimulation, seems troublesome when restriction is a static binder, as in our setting. (By contrast, higher-order bisimulation appears to work well in calculi using dynamic binding as in AGR88, AGR92, Bou89] or in the calculus CHOCS Tho90]; the meaning of dynamic binding for the restriction construct is explained in the concluding section; in this paper we only deal with static binding.) For instance, take P def = a: h0i0 ; Q def = m (a: hm:0i0) : (1) Processes P and Q di er in the value carried by a, which is 0 in the former, and m:0 in the latter. Moreover, since is a static binder, the output by Q causes the extrusion of name m, i.e., the scope of the restriction m is enlarged to embrace the recipient of m:0. To see an example, the interaction between Q and a: (X) R is (by alpha-conversion we can assume that m does not occur in R):
(a: (X) R) j Q = (a: (X) R) j m (a: hm:0i0) ?! m (Rfm:0=Xg j 0) :
In the derivative, since m is restricted and does not occur in R, process m:0 will never nd a partner to communicate with. It is therefore a deadlocked process, and as such semantically the same as 0. Indeed, in any context P and Q give rise to the same interactions and, accordingly, should be considered equivalent. Unfortunately, they are not higher-order bisimilar. Higher-order bisimulation \forgets" restrictions which are extruded in an output, like the restriction on m in Q. For Yet in the rst process all copies of P activated by its recipient share the name m, whereas in the second one, the name m is private to each copy. Higher-order bisimulation appears over-discriminanting even if the restriction operator is omitted. Consider, for instance, 
They are not equated according to higher-order bisimulation. This is unsatisfactory because the replication ! m:0 covers the di erence between 0 and m:0, regardless of how many copies INRIA of them are used. These inconvenients of higher-order bisimulation have also been noted by other people, including Roberto Amadio, Robin Milner and Eugenio Moggi. The above counterintuitive equalities of higher-order bisimulation are due to the fact that, in an output, the object part and the continuation are examined separately. Above all, this prevents a satisfactory treatment of the channels private to the two. For the reader familiar with non-interleaving process algebras, this should recall the problems of distributed bisimulation CH89] in presence of restriction. One might then try to follow the solution for the latter proposed by Boudol et al. in BCHK94] and based on the introduction of locations. The idea is to keep the two components to analyse together but assign them di erent locations, which can be detected when an observable action is produced. Thus the observable actions of the two components can be distinguished and yet, there can be private names and communications between them. An inconvenient of this approach is that it requires an extension of the syntax of the language.
Instead, our choice has been to avoid the separation between object part and continuation of an output action by explicitly taking into account the context in which the emitted agent is supposed to go. The resulting bisimulation, called context bisimulation, can be given an elegant formulation using the syntactic constructs of abstraction and concretion, borrowed 
and C F Ct C G, for all concretions C.
Context bisimulation equates the processes in (1) and (3), and distinguishes those in (2), as we wished to do. A drawback of context bisimulation is the universal quanti cations over abstractions in (4) and over concretions in (5), which can make it hard, in practice, to use this equivalence. We shall therefore look for simpler characterisations, which do not require universal quanti cations. Our best candidate for this will be normal bisimulation: It shows that it is possible to reason fairly e ciently in a higher-order calculus, notwithstanding its sophisticated transitional semantics. A crucial role in our study is played by triggers and by the factorisation theorem. A trigger is an elementary process whose only functionality is to activate a copy of another process. We shall use triggers to perform process transformations which make the treatment of higher-order constructs easier. The most important of such transformations is indeed the factorisation theorem, which states that, by means of triggers, a subprocess of a given process can be factorised out.
To prove that context bisimulation and normal bisimulation coincide, we shall go through an intermediate characterisation, namely triggered bisimulation. This is a bisimilarity relation with extremely simple clauses on input and output actions. However, it is only de ned on the subclass of triggered agents, roughly, agents in which triggers only can be exchanged in communications. Triggers agents will represent for us a sort of \normal form" for agents. The factorisation theorem will be used to transform every agent into a triggered agent. Related work. Very recently, a few studies of bisimulations similar to context bisimulation has been conducted. Amadio Ama93] | who has proposed it independently from us | uses it to study the encoding of Plain CHOCS into -calculus; Amadio and Dams AD95] propose an extension of Hennessy and Milner's modal logics which characterises this behavioural equivalence; Hansen and Kleist HK94] have analysed a form of asynchronous higher-order calculus and showed that late, early and open (this terminology is borrowed from thecalculus literature) variants of (strong) context bisimulation coincide.
Several other studies of higher-order process calculi appear in the literature; without claiming to be exhaustive, we can recall the works by Hennessy Hen93] , who considered the denotational approach, and by Astesiano et al. AGR92] , in the setting of generalised algebraic speci cations (we shall comment on these two works in the concluding section); by Nielson Nie89] , who has mainly focused on types as a means of ensuring more reliable programs; by Nierstrasz Nie], who has tried to combine -calculus and -calculus with the purpose of de ning a uniform framework for the semantics of concurrent object-oriented languages; by Kennaway Let92 ], Giacalone, Mishra, and Prasad GMP89], whose emphasis, however, is more on programming language and implementation issues.
Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we give the formal syntax and the transitional semantics of the higher-order calculus used as test-calculus in the paper. In Section 3 we put forward context bisimulation, probably the most intuitive adjustment of higher-order bisimulation for eliminating its drawbacks discussed above. In Section 4 we introduce triggers and we prove the factorisation theorem. This is used in Section 5, to de ne a mapping T which transforms every agent into a triggered agent, that is an agent in which every higherorder communication is the communication of a trigger. In Sections 6 and 7, by exploiting T , we are able to prove simpler characterisations of context bisimulation, namely triggered bisimulation and normal bisimulation; the former is even simpler than the latter, but is only de ned on the subclass of triggered agents. In Section 8, we discuss the extension of the theory presented to a richer calculus, namely the Higher-Order -calculus San92]; this | using the terminology in San92] | is a !-order calculus, whereas the calculus of Section 2 or Plain CHOCS are second-order calculi. Acknowledgements. I am most grateful to Robin Milner, for encouragement and many technical discussions, and to Egidio Astesiano, for comments on an early draft of the paper.
The language and its transition semantics
The calculus we use is similar to Thomsen's Plain CHOCS Tho93]; hence, processes can be passed around. The main di erences from Plain CHOCS are: The use of abstractions and concretions to represent input and output pre xes; the presence of rst-order names, i.e., names which carry nothing. These are opposed to higher-order names, i.e., names used to exchange processes. For the theory we shall develop, the presence of rst-order names is not necessary, but makes the presentation of various results easier. Processes P : = a: F j a: C j`: P j P 1 j P 2 j a P j X j ! P j 0 Abstractions F : = (X) P Concretions C : = x C j hP 1 iP 2 Agents A : = P j F j C P; Q; R and T will range over processes, F and G over abstractions, C and D over concretions, A and B over agents.
An abstraction (X) P binds all free occurrences of X in P; similarly a restriction x P binds the free occurrences of x in P. These binders give rise in the expected way to the de nitions of alpha conversion, free variables and free names of an agent A, respectively fv(A) and fn(A). We wish to extend restriction to operate on abstractions, and (a form of) parallel composition to operate on abstractions and concretions: if F = (X) Q then if X 6 2 fv(P ) then F j P denotes (X) (Q j P) (and similarly for P j F), and x F denotes (X) x F; if C = e x hQiR then if e x \ fn(P ) = ; then C j P denotes e x hQi(R j P) (and similarly for P j C).
We now present the operational semantics of the calculus. First, we de ne an operation of pseudo-application between an abstraction F = (X) P and a concretion C = e x hQiR.
By alpha conversion, we can assume that e x \ fn(F ) = ; and then we set The operational semantics of the calculus is reported in Table 1 . We have omitted the symmetric of the parallelism and communication rules. There are these forms of judgements: P a ?! F (higher-order input transition at port a) P a ?! C (higher-order output transition at port a) P? ! Q ( rst-order transition) where P; Q; F; C 2 Ag. In turn, a rst-order transition can be a rst-order input (if`2 F), a rst-order output (if`2 F), or an interaction (if`= ).
In the remainder of the paper we work up to alpha conversion; thus \=" denotes syntactic equality up to alpha conversion. We shall normally put enough brackets in the expressions so to avoid precedence ambiguities among the operators. However, to reduce the number of brackets, in a few places we shall assume the following syntactic rules: Substitutions and metanotations \ " and \ " have the highest syntactic precedence; the abstraction and concretion constructs the lowest; parallel composition has weaker precedence than the other process constructs. For instance, hPi ! m:RjQ stands for hPi(( ! m:R)jQ), and F CjQfR=Xg stands for (F C) j (QfR=Xg).
If R is a relation on processes, we write P R Q to that (P; Q) 2 R . Moreover, R 1 R 2 is the composition of the two relations R 1 and R 2 .
Context bisimulation
We shall study behavioural equivalences based on bisimulation for the language of the previous section. To overcome the counteintuitive equalities of higher-order bisimulation examined in Section 1, we propose the context bisimilarity relation below. We argued in Section 1 that P 1 and P 2 should be equated. We show that, indeed, P 1 Ct P 2 .
The set of all pairs of the form ( m (Rfm:0=Xg); Rf0=Xg) with m 6 2 fn(R)
contains the pair (P 1 ; P 2 ) and is a Ct -bisimulation. We sketch the argument. Some simple laws for Ct :
Lemma 3.5
1. P 1 j P 2 Ct P 2 j P 1 ; 2. P 1 j (P 2 j P 3 ) Ct (P 1 j P 2 ) j P 3 ; 3. P j 0 Ct P;
4. x y A Ct y x A;
5. if x 6 2 fn(P 2 ), then ( x P 1 ) j P 2 Ct x (P 1 j P 2 ); 6. ! P Ct P j ! P.
INRIA
We shall use the up-to technique below for establishing bisimilarity results. 
Congruence properties of context bisimulation
Context bisimulation is preserved by all operators of the language. As far as proofs are concerned, the most di cult one is congruence for object constructor (i.e., P Ct Q implies a:hPiR Ct a:hQiR); this case is speci c of the higher-order setting to which our language belongs. To derive this, we need to prove a congruence result w.r. . Moreover, in the input and output clauses of Denition 3.11 the existential quanti er precedes the universal one. This is characteristic of late bisimulation MPW92], as opposed to early bisimulation, in which the order of the quanti ers is exchanged. We shall show in Section 7.1 that, for weak context bisimulation, the late and early versions coincide.
We think that the \late delay schema" ts well the machinery of abstractions and concretions adopted. First, it well describes the complementarity between abstractions and concretions. Secondly, it seems natural to require that abstractions and concretions do not evolve on their own, but only after meeting a complementary agent. Another compelling motivation for formulating a late bisimulation as a delay bisimulation is that otherwise the resulting relation might not be an equivalence relation; this, for instance, happens in the -calculus San93]. Weak context bisimulation is the relation we are mostly interested in, since it abstracts away from silent steps of processes. We shall look for characterisations of this behavioural equivalence which do not use the heavy universal quanti cations in its input clause (quanti cation on concretions) and in its output clause (quanti cation on abstractions). We shall use strong context bisimulation as an auxiliary relation.
The factorisation theorem
The main result of this section is the factorisation theorem. It allows us to factorise out certain subagents of a given agent. Thus, a complex process can be decomposed into the parallel composition of simpler processes.
The assertion of the factorisation theorem uses a special kind of agents called triggers and the metanotation Afz := Bg. We introduce this metanotation, and prove some algebraic properties about it, in Section 4.1; we present triggers in Section 4.2.
Distributivity properties of private replications
We write A fz := Bg as an abbreviation for z (A j ! z: B), under the assumption that z occurs free in A and B only in output subject position.
Intuitively, in A fz := Bg, agent B represents a \local environment" for A and z is a \pointer" that allows A to access this local environment; alternatively, we can think of B as a resource with owner A and z as a trigger with which a copy of the resource may be activated.
Remember that z is restricted, and hence not free, in A fz := Bg, in the same way as x is not free in the -expression Mfy=xg. Indeed, we chose curly brackets for the above abbreviation because fz := Bg behaves just like a substitution in Afz := Bg. For instance, if B is an abstraction and z a higher-order name, then Afz := Bg behaves as the agent obtained from A by substituting`B R j Q ' for any subexpressions`z: hRiQ '. This because, given the side condition on the use of z in A and B, the only possible e ect of the pre x z: hRiQ is to trigger a copy of B with argument R. For example, a little thinking should convince the reader that if a is not free in R; R 0 ; P; F, then the visible behaviour of (a: hRia: hR 0 iP)fa := Fg is the same as that of F R j F R 0 j P.
The results in this and in the next section show that, indeed, the metanotation fz := Bg has algebraic properties similar to those of substitutions. We shall sometimes call fz := Bg an implicit substitution. We give fz := Bg the same precedence as substitutions; thus Q j P fz := Bg stands for Q j (P fz := Bg).
Theorem 4.2 shows that fz := Bg distributes over all operators of the language. To prove this, we rst need to show that fz := Bg distributes over process substitutions (in the same way as in Section 3.1, to prove the congruence of Ct , we rst needed the result on substitutions). Proof: Each case either can be derived using Proposition 4.1, or is straightforward on its own. Remark 4.3 In the two results above, the requirement z 6 2 fn(B) could be weakened to \z free in B only in output subject position", at the price of some more work in the proofs. This extra power is not necessary for the our purposes.
INRIA 4.2 Triggers
A trigger is a process of the form m:0; we write Tr m to denote a trigger whose free name is m.
The assertion of the factorisation theorem reads as follows. Take an agent A, and suppose we can extract an expression Q from certain components of A, in form of an explicit substitution; i.e., for some agent A 0 and variable Y , it holds that A = A 0 fQ=Y g: Using a trigger Tr m , for some fresh m, the explicit substitution can be transformed into an implicit one, obtaining (A 0 fTr m =Y g) fm := Qg. By contrast with AfQ=Y g, in (A 0 fTr m =Y g) fm := Qg each copy of Q is activated when it is needed using the trigger m.
Example 4.4 If P def = Q j a: hQiR, then P = (X j a: hXiR)fQ=Xg and, applying the factorisation theorem, P = (X j a: hXiR)fTr m =Xg fm := Qg = (Tr m j a: hTr m iR) fm := Qg Lemma 4.5 For each P 2 Pr, it holds that :P Ct P.
We derive the factorisation theorem from Lemma 4.6, which shows us that the e ect of using a trigger is precisely to add a -action on the head of the replaced expression. In the remainder of the paper, for weak context bisimulation or other weak equivalences, the adjective \weak" might be omitted.
Triggered agents
In this section we introduce the class of triggered agent. They represent a sort of \normal form" for the agents of the calculus. Most important, there is a very simple characterisation of context bisimulation on triggered agents, called triggered bisimulation. We shall exploit the factorisation theorem to transform every agent into a triggered agent. The transformation allows us to use the simpler theory of triggered agents to reason about the set of all agents. The distinguishing feature of triggered agents is that every communication among them is the exchange of a trigger.
De nition 5.1 (triggered agents) The grammar for triggered agents is obtained from that of ordinary agents in De nition 2.1 by replacing the productions for concretion with the production Concretions C : = e x (hTr m iP 1 ) fm := P 2 g with m 6 2 fn(P 1 ; P 2 ) fe xg.
In other words, we place the additional requirement that all concretions be in the above \triggered" form. (2) and (3) it is enough to take some m 6 2 fn(P; Q). Any other choice of m | with m 6 2 fn(P; Q) | represents the same kind of test on the processes since, intuitively, the di erence between the two choices is expressed by an injective mapping on names. This observation is to evidence the simplicity of the clauses of De nition 6.3 compared to those in the de nition of context bisimulation: In clause (3) of De nition 6.3, no universal quanti cation and no check whatsoever on the agents emitted in the output is necessary; similarly, in clause (2) a single (fresh) trigger is used, whereas in context bisimulation every agent which can possibly be received in the input is taken into account.
Relation 
Weak triggered and context bisimulations coincide
Next we prove that, on triggered processes, Tr and Ct coincide. First, we need some properties of Tr .
Lemma 6.7 P Tr Q implies:
1. x P Tr x Q; 2. P j R Tr Q j R.
Proof: We only examine (2) . For this, we prove that R = f( e y (P 1 j R); e y (P 2 j R)) : P 1 ; P 2 ; R 2 T Pr o and P 
Normal bisimulation
The mapping to triggered agents is a useful tool for reasoning with higher-order processes. For instance, in San92] we used the mapping as an intermediate step to de ne a compilation from the Higher-Order -calculus to the -calculus and to prove its full abstraction. In this section, we exploit the mapping to derive a characterisation of context bisimulation, called normal bisimulation, which does not have universal quanti cations in the clauses of its de nition. Normal bisimulation is not as simple as triggered bisimulation, but the former is de ned on the whole class of agents of the calculus, whereas the latter is only de ned on triggered agents.
The name \normal bisimulation" is to indicate that it is obtained by \normalising" the clauses of context bisimulation. Let us present the de nition rst; then we shall comment on it. In the following, Ab m denotes the abstraction (X) ! m: X.
De nition 7.1 (normal bisimulation) A relation R Pr o Pr o is a normal simulation if P R Q implies, for m 6 2 fn(P; Q): A relation R is a normal bisimulation, brie y Nr -bisimulation, if R and R ?1 are normal simulations. We say that P and Q are normal bisimilar, brie y P Nr Q, if P R Q, for some Nr -bisimulation R.
As for triggered bisimulation, we should stress that in clauses (2) and (3) 
We show that both the guard on m and the replication are necessary. First of all, we need the guard m on P 1 and Q 1 : For, otherwise, if R is a process like ! n:0, which can perform an unbounded number of identical visible actions, then the processes a:hRi0 and a:h0iR would be made equivalent. But they are not context bisimilar; for instance they can be distinguished when interacting with a process like a:(X)0 which discharges what it receives at a. Now, the use of replication. Suppose we eliminate it from (11). Then let R def = n:n:p:0jn:0 and consider P def = n (a:hRi0) and Q def = a:h0i0. Again, P and Q would become equivalent since n (0 jm:R) and 0jm:0 are indistinguishable. However P and Q can be di erentiated when interacting with a process like a:(X)(X j X) which makes two copies of the input run in parallel, since then the action c of R can be observed. In fact, only in the linear calculus, where in each expression a variable may occur free at most once, the replication in (11) 
Late and early equivalences
As pointed out in Remark 3.12, the formulation of weak context bisimulation in De nition 3.11 is in the late style. In the early style, the order of quanti ers in the input and output clauses is reversed. Thus, R is an weak early context bisimulation if P R Q implies: We denote the largest weak early context bisimulation by E Ct . Hansen and Kleist HK94] have proved that late and early strong context bisimulations coincide on an asynchronous variant of Plain CHOCS. The theory developed in this paper yields a straightforward proof of the result for the weak equivalences.
Corollary 7.7 Relations Ct and E Ct coincide.
Proof: Clearly, Ct E Ct : Every late bisimulation is an early bisimulation. On the other hand, an early bisimulation is also a normal bisimulation: Hence, by Corollary 7.5, E Ct Ct .
By contrast, late and early bisimulations are usually di erent in rst-order calculi like the -calculus MPW92, PS93]. Note also that in normal and triggered bisimulation the late vs. early issue disappears, for the responsible quanti ers are absent.
Extensions
In this section, we discuss the extension of the theory presented to a richer calculus, namely the Higher-Order -calculus, brie y HO San92]. We shall focus on the higher-order fragment of HO , thus ignoring rst-order features like communication of names and abstraction over names. (This fragment of) HO can be thought of as an !-order extension of the process-passing language in Section 2. Also, we shall stick to a monadic calculus (only one agent can be transmitted at a time); polyadicity can be easily accommodated.
In the CHOCS-like language of Section 2, only processes can be passed around. In HO , besides processes, abstractions can be passed too. Moreover, abstractions can be of arbitrary high order. We explain what the order of an abstraction is. All abstractions seen so far are of the form (X) P, where X is a process variable which may appear in P. If is taken to be the type of all processes, then from a function-theoretic point of view, (X) P has type ! , for (X) P takes a process and returns a process. We shall say that (X) P is a secondorder abstraction ( rst-order abstractions being abstractions on names, as found in the full HO ). The syntax of HO allows agent-variables, rather than just process-variables, and an application construct A 1 A 2 (sometimes written A 1 hA 2 i in the literature); thus, one can write meaningful abstractions of order greater than two. An example is
G takes an agent of type ! and and yields back a process. Therefore G has type ( ! ) ! . Abstraction G has order three, the order being determined by the level of arrow-nesting in the type. If F is (X) (P j X), then G F yields Q j F Q = Q j P j Q.
In the same way, we can construct fourth-order abstractions, fth-order abstractions and so forth. In this sense HO is a !-order calculus: There is no bound on the order of agents which can be written and communicated. Abstractions can also be passed around, like in There is also a type discipline on names, so to avoid disagreement on what is carried or expected at a given name. For instance, in process P above name a would have type ( ! ) ! and name b type ! . Types are extended to concretions in the expected way: If G has type T, then hGiP has type T ! . The pseudo-application and the application are only allowed between agents of compatible types. Below, we write A : T if A has type T.
The de nition of context bisimulation can be easity extended to HO | one just have to take into account the type informations. More interesting is to see how to extend the de nitions of trigger bisimulation and normal bisimulation. We shall brie y consider the 
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have considered a few bisimilarity equivalences for higher-order process calculi, in particular context bisimulation and normal bisimulation. Normal bisimulation speci es some minimum requirements, or tests, on higher-order actions and hence provides us with a useful mathematical tool to verify agent equivalences; the characterisation in terms of context bisimulation gives us a measure of the power of such tests and reinforces the naturalness of the equivalence. We have isolated a subclass of agents, called triggered agents, which represent some sort of \normal form" for agents. We have shown that on triggered agents context and normal bisimulations coincide with a third one, namely triggered bisimulation, which is the simplest of the bisimilarities examined.
In San92] we also compare context bisimulation and normal bisimulation with barbed congruence, introduced in MS92] as a tool to uniformly de ne bisimulation-based equivalences in di erent calculi. It is shown in San92] that under certain conditions on the syntax of the calculus, barbed congruence coincides with the \early non-delay" version of context bisimulation. In this paper, we have chosen the \late delay" schema because it seems more appropriate with an operational semantics based on the abstraction and concretion constructs.
At a rst glance, it appears surprising that the bisimilarity clauses of normal bisimulation and triggered bisimulation contain no form of universal quanti cations on matching actions. San95] , where it is shown that the expressiveness of a Plain CHOCS-like calculus is the same as that of a sublanguage of the -calculus obeying some strong syntactic constraints.
It would be interesting to know at which extent the results presented here depend upon the choice of operators in our higher-order calculus. An important condition seems to be that context bisimulation be a congruence relation | the factorisation theorem would fail otherwise. Thus, for instance, adding summation in an unconstrained way would be dangerous; guarded summation, however, would be acceptable San92].
We hope that the results presented, e.g., the factorisation theorem and normal bisimulation, can contribute to the development of a manageable and solid theory for higher-order process calculi. In San92], we used these results to prove the full abstraction of a compilation from HO to -calculus. As argued in San92, Hen93] , the possibility of encoding higher-order calculi at rst order does not mean that the former are super uous: Higher-order constructs arise in many applications, for instance operating systems, and it is advantageous to be able to use them and to reason with them explicitly, i.e. not via an encoding.
The factorisation theorem and normal bisimulation might also be useful on rst-order or mobility-free calculi, to develop a theory of equality of contexts or of open terms. Progress in this direction has been made by Peter Sewell Sew95], using techniques related to ours.
We have compared the weak delay versions of context bisimulation, normal bisimulation and triggered bisimulation. We believe that similar results can be obtained for the branching GW89] versions of these bisimilarities. We do not know at present if they could be established also for the strong versions of the equivalences, where -actions have the same weight as visible actions. Indeed, some of our central technical results, like the factorisation theorem and the full abstraction of the mapping to triggered agents, are only true in the weak case.
We have carried out an operational study of higher-order process calculi. The denotational approach has been investigated by Matthew Hennessy Hen93] , who has given a model for (a slight variant of) Thomsen's CHOCS Tho90] . The model is constructed from a domain equation and is proved to be fully abstract w.r.t. a notion of may testing. The language CHOCS di ers from Plain CHOCS, and hence from the calculus used in this paper, in an important aspect: in CHOCS the restriction operator is a dynamic binder, whereas in the latter calculi it is a static binder. To see the di erence, suppose b is a name which occurs free in P and Q. Having static binding, an interaction between a: (X) X and b (a: hPiQ) is Note that the reduction has destroyed the privacy of the b-link between P and Q: The free occurrences of b in P have evaded the restriction which embraced them. The main advantage of dynamic binding is an easier semantics (operationally and denotationally); but static binding facilitates the analysis of a program from its text. Our and Hennessy's works are tailored to the speci c discipline chosen for restriction. In both cases, it appears that the theory developed would not support a di erent discipline.
It would be interesting to understand whether our formulations of bisimulation for higherorder calculi can be expressed within the framework of generalised algebraic speci cations of Astesiano et al. AGR92]. They introduce algebraic structures called observational structures | roughly rst-order signatures equipped with a notion of observation | where processes can be treated as data. Most important, observational structures can be assigned a modal logic to describe observational properties of terms of the structures. The comparison with AGR92] could shed lights on how to de ne modal logics for the bisimulations which we have analysed. R = f( e x (P 1 j R); e x (P 2 j R)) : P The soundness of this technique can be established using a standard argument for up-to techniques.
B Proof of Proposition 4.1
In this appendix we prove Proposition 4.1, that is that fz := Bg distributes over substitution, on the hypothesis that z is used only in output subject position. The presentation of this appendix is similar to that of Appendix A, where we inferred congruence for Ct over substitution. In both cases, we have rst to prove some instance (Lemma A.2 and B.3, respectively) of the general result (Propositions 3.8 and 4.1, respectively). Moreover, the proof of Proposition 4.1 closely follows the proof of Proposition 3.8.
We write \x nsp A" to mean that name x occurs free in agent A only in output subject position. Our rst target is to show that fz := Bg distributes over parallel composition. We cannot quite follow the proof technique used by Milner to show the analogous result for the -calculus Mil91, Section 5.4], due to the higher-order setting in which we are working. For our proof, Lemmas B.1 and B.2 are needed. Lemma B.1 relates the actions of the processes Q and Q 0 , where Q 0 is obtained from Q through a substitution of one of its names. In the lemma, assertion (2) | the vice versa of (1) | is only possible because of the condition x; z nsp Q which prevents new possible interactions from being generated as e ect of the substitution Qfz=xg. Lemma Now assertion (4) of the lemma. We show that the set R of all pairs of the form (Q j ( ! P) fz := Bg; Q j ! (P fz := Bg)) with z 6 2 fn(B) and z nsp P is a Ct -bisimulation up-to Ct . An action of Q j ( ! P) fz := Bg or Q j ! (P fz := Bg)
comes from an action of Q alone, an action of P alone, an interaction between Q and P, or an interaction between P and fz := Bg. We analyse the cases of higher-order output action by P and of communication between P and fz := Bg, supposing z is a higher-order name.
Suppose P a ?! C, with a 6 = z. Since z nsp P, also z nsp C. Assuming We show that, for all G, it holds that G C 1 Ct R Ct G C 2 . By alpha conversion, we can assume that z 6 2 fn(G) and, therefore, using assertion (2) Now we look at the case in which z is a higher-order name and there is an interaction between P and fz := Bg. Suppose It holds that z nsp (C B j ! P). Therefore, using assertion (2) Proof: It su ces to prove the assertion for closed processes. Consider the set R of all pairs of the form:
(P fQ=X 1 g fz := Bg; P fz := BgfQ fz := Bg=X 1 g), with X 1 guarded in P.
We prove the following facts:
(a) R is a Ct -bisimulation up-to Ct ; (b) for all R with fv(R) fXg, RfQ=X 1 g fz := Bg Ct R Ct R fz := BgfQ fz := Bg=X 1 g :
The assertion of the theorem follows from (a) and (b) by transitivity of Ct .
We rst prove (b). We can apply Lemma B.4 to R; let R 0 be the process returned. We 
